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Abstract—In interference-rich and noisy environment, wireless communication is often hampered by unreliable communication links. Recently, there has been active research on cooperative communication that improves the communication reliability by having a collection of radio terminals transmit signals in a cooperative way. This paper proposes a medium access control (MAC) algorithm, called Cooperative Diversity MAC (CD-MAC), which exploits the cooperative communication capability of the physical (PHY) layer to improve robustness in wireless ad hoc networks. In CD-MAC, each terminal proactively selects a partner for cooperation and lets it transmit simultaneously so that this mitigates interference from nearby terminals, and thus, improves the network performance. For practicability, CD-MAC is designed based on the widely adopted IEEE 802.11 MAC. For accurate evaluation, this study presents and uses a realistic reception model by taking bit error rate (BER), derived from Intersil HFA3861B radio hardware, and the corresponding frame error rate (FER) into consideration. System-level simulation study shows that CD-MAC significantly outperforms the original IEEE 802.11 MAC in terms of packet delivery ratio and end-to-end delay.

Index Terms—Wireless ad hoc network, cooperative diversity, cooperative transmission, partner selection, MAC.

1 INTRODUCTION

In wireless ad hoc networks, signal fading (due to communication environment) and interference (due to other nodes) are two major obstacles in realizing their full potential in delivering signals. Cooperation among the nodes is considered critically important in addressing these problems. Conventional routing layer solutions support the cooperative delivery of information by selecting intermediate forwarding nodes for a given source-destination pair. However, it may be difficult to maximize the performance unless nodes are coordinated to cooperate at lower levels. This is because the network capacity is often determined by the underlying MAC- and PHY-layer protocols. For example, consider a carrier sense (CS)-based medium access control (MAC) protocol such as Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) in the IEEE 802.11 standard. A node is regarded as a greedy adversary to other nodes in its proximity as they compete with each other to grab the shared medium, interfere each other’s communication, and cause collisions. At the physical layer, a node’s data transfer not only provides interference to other nodes depriving their opportunity of using the medium but also incurs energy wastage by rendering them to overhear.

Recently, there has been active research in developing cooperative MAC algorithms such as path-centric medium access [2] and MAC-layer packet relaying [3], [40], [41]. For example, in Coop MAC [40] and rDCF [41], cooperating relay nodes are determined in a proactive manner and are used to forward frames at higher bit rates. Their objective is to deliver frames faster by using multirate capability, which does not necessarily enhance the communication reliability in interference-rich environment. On the other hand, cooperative communication at the PHY layer appeals a lot of researchers’ attention [4], [3], [6] because it directly enhances the link reliability. It refers to scenarios in which distributed radios interact with each other to jointly transmit information in wireless environments [6]. In other words, cooperative communication exploits diversity offered by multiple users, known as multiuser or cooperative diversity. It dramatically improves bit error rate (BER), resulting in a more reliable transmission and a higher throughput. It is important to note that the primary motivation of cooperative diversity in this paper is to improve the link reliability over wireless fading channels while that in previous studies [5], [6] is to lengthen the transmission range.

Earlier, we presented a MAC-layer protocol, called cooperative diversity MAC (CD-MAC), which exploits the above-mentioned cooperative communication capability at the PHY layer in wireless ad hoc networks [1]. Unlike many previous studies, the proposed CD-MAC operates on a single channel and uses a single partner (relay). It assumes that radio hardware supports cooperative space-time coding [7], [8]. Each transmitter sends its signal together with its partner in a cooperative manner to improve the communication reliability. A key element of the CD-MAC is the selection of partner; each node monitors its neighbors and dynamically determines a single partner as the one that exhibits the best link quality.

This paper enhances the CD-MAC algorithm presented in our earlier work [1] in the following two ways: 1) In the original CD-MAC algorithm, a sender and its partner cooperatively transmit a frame whenever the sender experiences a transmission failure. However, a transmission
failure due to collisions/interference should be treated differently from that due to channel error [13]. If it is due to the latter, it helps because the communication becomes more robust in the presence of channel error. This is incorporated in the enhanced CD-MAC protocol presented in this paper. 2) The original CD-MAC assumes to exchange two short control frames (RTS and CTS) before transmitting a data frame, which is not usually the case in practice. In this paper, the two control frames are not mandatory but optionally employed to increase performance.

The proposed CD-MAC algorithm has been evaluated via simulation using ns-2 [23]. While most of previous studies concentrated on evaluating BER and outage probability via cooperative diversity, this paper evaluates system-level performance such as packet delivery capability. For more accurate evaluation, we use BER and frame error rate (FER) statistics derived from the product specification of Intersil HFA3861B radio hardware [12] rather than the deterministic reception model used in most of the simulation and analysis studies. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first study on cooperative communication that offers detailed system-level comparisons with the BER and FER considered. This paper significantly expanded the evaluation and performance comparison than the earlier work [1]. End-to-end packet delay is evaluated and compared between CD-MAC and DCF. Performance variation due to the changes in environment noise level has been observed to see if CD-MAC performs better than DCF consistently regardless of the noise level. Effect of network traffic in terms of varying number of communication sessions as well as varying packet rate has been measured to understand the scalability of CD-MAC.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Background and system model are summarized in Section 2. Section 3 presents the proposed CD-MAC protocol; the four-way handshaking algorithm and the partner selection mechanism are described. Performance study including reception model, simulation environment, and evaluation results is discussed in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.

2 Background and System Model

CD-MAC is an efficient MAC scheme that makes use of PHY-layer cooperation for reliable communication. Before explaining the CD-MAC protocol in Section 3, this section describes the system model assumed throughout the paper. Section 2.1 explains the cooperation model at the PHY discussed in the literature. Related work on cooperative diversity in wireless ad hoc networks is found in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 explains signal propagation and reception model. Section 2.4 discusses DCF, which is the underlying MAC protocol assumed in this paper.

2.1 Cooperative Diversity

Diversity techniques such as collocated antenna array can mitigate the interference problem by transmitting redundant signals over essentially independent channels. However, due to the physical size and hardware complexity, it may not be always feasible in practice for each node to have multiple antennas. Recently, a new class of diversity techniques called cooperative diversity has been proposed in which distributed radios interact with each other to jointly transmit information exploiting diversity offered by multiple users [4], [5], [6], [35].

There are two types of cooperative diversity algorithms: repetition-based and space-time-coded [7]. The former consists of the sender broadcasting its transmission both to its receiver and potential partners (or relays) and the partners repeating the sender’s message individually on orthogonal channels (frequency or time). Several repetition-based cooperation methods have been studied. Among them, amplify-and-forward and decode-and-forward method are two well-known techniques [5], [6]. Partners (relays) amplify or fully decode their received signals and repeat information to the intended receiver; hence, they are called repetition-based cooperative algorithms. The corresponding benefits come at a price of decreasing bandwidth efficiency (increasing time delay) because each partner requires its own channel (time) for repetition [7].

The latter operates in a similar fashion except that all the partners transmit simultaneously on the same channel using a suitable coding scheme. For realizing cooperative diversity while allowing partners to transmit on the same channel, (orthogonal) distributed space-time coding (DSTC) [7], [8] can be used. Historically, space-time coding (STC) and space-time block coding (STBC) were initially developed to offer transmit diversity in multiantenna systems [14], [15]. In other words, multiple copies of a data stream are encoded based on the space-time code and transmitted through multiple antennas simultaneously. STBC has been dominant for both multiple-input-single-output (MISO) and multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) system architectures because the maximum likelihood decoding can be accomplished with only linear processing at the receiver while achieving the full diversity. It is now a part of W-CDMA and CDMA-2000 standards [14].

DSTC is a distributed multiuser version of STBC. In other words, transmission of multiple copies of a data stream is distributed among the cooperating nodes. Consider a simple three-node example with a sender, a partner (relay) and a receiver device as in Fig. 1. In time slot 1, the sender device transmits two symbol blocks, s(n) and s(n+1), to the partner. The sender and its partner cooperatively transmit the two blocks in time slot 2 as in the figure. Here, those two symbol blocks are encoded using the given space-time coding matrix F and G. By virtue of the orthogonality of the two matrices, it is not only possible for both the sender and the partner to transmit simultaneously on the same channel but also improves the reliability of the communication. An interested reader should refer to [8] for more details.

2.2 Cooperative Diversity in Wireless Ad Hoc Networks

Reliability of a communication link is very important in wireless ad hoc networks because they are often deployed as a temporary network in noisy and unstable environments. A number of recent studies consistently noted the benefit of cooperative transmission in wireless ad hoc networks [16], [17], [18]. Studies reported in [9], [10], [11] discuss the MAC-layer support that is necessary to exploit the cooperative diversity. Kojima et al. studied distributed
The aforementioned schemes are different from the proposed CD-MAC in that they define new frame types, require changes in frame formats, need positional information of the receiver, use multiple channels, and/or require modifications in routing-layer protocols [10], [11]. CD-MAC operates on a single channel and is consistent with the underlying DCF and standard routing-layer protocols.

### 2.3 Signal Propagation and Reception Model

Radio propagation within a mobile channel is described by means of three effects: attenuation due to distance between the sender and the receiver, shadowing due to the lack of visibility between the two nodes, and fading due to multipath propagation [21]. To successfully receive a transmission, the following two conditions have to be satisfied: First, the receiver must be within the transmission range of the sender. In other words, the received signal power must be equal to or larger than the receive threshold. Second, the received signal power must be strong enough to overcome the influence of the noise and interference. This condition is described by the following signal-interference-noise ratio (SINR) model:

\[
\text{SINR} \geq \frac{P_r}{N_0 + \sum_{i \neq 0} P_{i0}} \geq Z_0,
\]

where \(P_r\) is the received signal power, \(P_{i0}\) denotes the received power of other signals arrived at the receiver, \(N_0\) is the effective noise at the receiver, and \(Z_0\) is the minimum required SINR, commonly called capture threshold.

In the aforementioned reception model, \(N_0\) and \(Z_0\) are two important parameters that affect the communication reliability. First, noise can be generated by the receiver itself as well as by environment. The effective noise level from the receiver can be obtained by adding up the noise figure of a network interface card (NIC) onto the thermal noise [22]. Second, the capture threshold \(Z_0\) is not a constant in practice although a fixed value of 10 dB has been widely used in numerous analysis and simulation-based studies (e.g., 10 dB is a default value in ns-2 network simulator [23]). In other words, signal reception in real-life environment is not deterministic. A smaller SINR increases BER, and thus, a communication could fail with a higher probability. We adopt this model in this paper and the success or failure of a communication is determined probabilistically based on SINR, which will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.1.

### 2.4 DCF (IEEE 802.11 MAC)

According to the SINR model mentioned in the previous section, interference from other signals is also an important factor. In general, the performance of a MAC protocol is greatly affected by collisions or interference because a frame transmission to a busy receiver is not queued but incurs transmission failures for both frames. For example, a simple algorithm such as ALOHA allows many data transfers to occur simultaneously but its throughput is critically limited because of the lack of collision avoidance mechanism. On the other hand, CS-based MAC algorithms such as DCF alleviate the interference problem by mandating a node to hold up pending transmission requests when it observes a carrier signal above a certain value, called CS threshold [24]. A lower CS threshold will result in less interference by
rendering nodes in a wider range to defer. This could improve the network performance by minimizing the interference problem, but at the same time, it could affect negatively by allowing few concurrent data transfers in the network [3], [25].

The DCF optionally employs two short control frames, RTS and CTS, to further reduce collisions. In other words, a sender transmits an RTS, a receiver replies with a CTS, the sender transmits a data frame, and then the receiver replies with an acknowledgement (ACK) to complete the communication session. This is known as four-way handshaking. During the process, every neighboring node of the two communicating nodes recognizes their communication by overhearing the control frames and refrains from initiating its own transmission. However, the RTS/CTS exchange does not offer benefits in practice as observed in [26], [27]. This is partly because 802.11e devices usually employ a low CS threshold, which keeps neighboring nodes to defer anyway.

On the other hand, the RTS/CTS exchange has been used for other purposes (i.e., for reserving a time interval) in some derivates of the IEEE 802.11 such as the IEEE 802.11e and the IEEE 802.11g. In a recent study, Kim et al. suggested to use it to differentiate transmission failure due to collision/interference from that due to channel error [13]. The transmission failure of an RTS is considered due to collisions or interference because RTS frame is very short (particularly when it is transmitted at the lowest data rate). The transmission failure of a datum after a successful RTS/CTS exchange is considered due to channel error because collisions are already excluded based on the RTS/CTS mechanism. This paper incorporates this method in the proposed CD-MAC to help a node to make a decision whether to cooperate or not, which will be detailed in the next section.

3 COOPERATIVE DIVERSITY MAC

In a wireless ad hoc network, many nodes are spread over a network area and communicate with each other using multihop routed rather than direct communication. A link breakage at one hop of a multihop route, caused by either the fluctuating communication environment, interference, or node mobility, would bring a lot of overheads: 1) The intermediate node experiencing the link breakage needs to report this event (route unavailability) to the original source of the data packets, 2) a new alternative route must be discovered, and 3) data transmission up to that intermediate node becomes useless. This is not avoidable if the cause of the problem is node mobility. However, if it is due to the fluctuating communication environment or channel error, it would be much better that the intermediate node tries again with the help from its neighbors or partners.

This section proposes a new MAC protocol called CD-MAC for single-channel wireless ad hoc networks. It exploits cooperative diversity via DSTC discussed in Section 2.1 to overcome the link breakage problem due to unreliable, fluctuating communication environment. In CD-MAC, each node proactively selects one partner device for its cooperative communication. Two-node cooperation is advantageous compared to multinode cooperation because orthogonal code design is not possible with more than two cooperating nodes without decreasing the data rate [28], [29]. Moreover, the two-node cooperation is easier to coordinate than multinode cooperation and the partner selection is simpler. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 explain the four-way handshaking of a simple cooperation scheme and the proposed CD-MAC protocol, respectively. They are followed by the discussion on partner selection in Section 3.3.

3.1 A Simple Cooperation Scheme

The proposed CD-MAC is based on DCF of the IEEE 802.11 standard. If a primary link imposed by the upper layer routing protocol is reliable enough to successfully transmit frames, the conventional MAC (i.e., DCF) is used and no cooperative transmission is enabled. If it fails, however, the sender retransmits the frame but cooperatively with its partner. Fig. 2 shows the cooperative transmission of a data stream along a routing path between a source (s) and a destination (d). Each intermediate node including s and d is paired with its partner, both of which preferably share the same communication environment. For example, node i/ψ transmits its frame to the next hop node j over the primary link. If it fails, node i/ψ and its partner rji/ψ retransmit the frame cooperatively. (Node i/ψ is supposed to retransmit the frame “alone” in DCF.) Note that, during the retransmission, the partner rji/ψ overhears the frame (in blocks) from the sender i/ψ in time slot 1, encodes it using DSTC, and cooperatively transmits it in time slot 2 as discussed in Section 2.1. Likewise, the node j transmits its frame (e.g., ACK) to node i/ψ cooperatively with its partner rji.

A fundamental question in cooperative communication is to determine when to cooperate. In a simple cooperation scheme, this decision can be made based on the RTS/CTS control frame. That is, if node i/ψ receives a CTS frame successfully from receiver j after transmitting an RTS frame, it transmits a data frame without cooperation according to the DCF principle. However, if i/ψ does not receive a CTS from j (either i/ψ’s RTS fails to reach j or j’s CTS fails to reach i), then the cooperative transmission with its partner, rji/ψ, is attempted as shown in Fig. 3a. That is, i/ψ and rji/ψ cooperatively transmit cooperative RTS (C-RTS) and j/ψ and rji/ψ cooperatively transmit cooperative CTS (C-CTS). After receiving C-CTS, i/ψ and rji/ψ cooperatively transmit data frame to j/ψ (and rji). After receiving the data frame, j/ψ and rji/ψ cooperatively transmit cooperative ACK (C-ACK) to node i/ψ.

However, the simple cooperation scheme has a number of problems: First, each cooperative transmission follows the same transmission principle as drawn in Fig. 1 and redrawn in Fig. 3b; namely two symbol blocks from the sender to the partner in time slot 1 and then from both the sender and the partner to the receiver in time slot 2 (i/ψ to j/ψ for C-RTS and C-DATA, and j/ψ to i/ψ for C-CTS and C-ACK). This means that the transmission time becomes twice longer than that without cooperation because we assume to use off-the-shelf radios with half-duplex antenna that
operates on a single channel. Correspondingly, the Duration/Connection (DI) field in C-RTS, C-CTS, C-DATA, and C-ACK frame must be set properly. The DI field defines the time period needed to finish the whole communication session including the final ACK frame. Neighboring nodes set their network allocation vector (NAV) according to the value in the DI field and defers their transmission while it is nonzero, thus avoiding collisions. This is called virtual carrier sense. In the simple cooperation scheme, the sender needs to take the extended transmission time into consideration when calculating the DI for the frame transmitted in a cooperative way.

Second, an RTS failure can be due to collisions/interference from other nodes’ communications as explained in Section 2.4. If the sender (i) retransmits the same frame at a later time, it could be successful with a high probability even without cooperation. Therefore, the initiation of cooperative communication upon an RTS failure may not be desirable.

Third, the RTS/CTS exchange is rarely used in practice. Since the carrier sensing is performed in a conservative manner in practical systems, it effectively eliminates the problem associated with “the hidden terminals” as discussed in [3], [27].

3.2 Cooperative Diversity MAC

To remedy the aforementioned problems, the following operation principles have been employed in the proposed CD-MAC:

- The RTS/CTS exchange is normally disabled.
- Each node (i) maintains \(n_{i,j^0}\) for each possible neighbor, which is the number of consecutive communication failures. It is incremented when \(i\)'s transmission to \(j\) fails and is reset to zero when it is successful.
- On the other hand, the RTS/CTS exchange is used only when a sender (i) experiences transmission failures at least once with a particular neighbor (j) in the recent past. In other words, it is enabled when \(n_{i,j}\) is larger than a certain threshold \((n_{th})\), which is called RTS probing, commonly used in multirate adaptation protocols [13, 25, 36]. Fig. 4a shows the four-way handshaking in the CD-MAC protocol.
- No cooperative communication is used for RTS and CTS control frames as in Fig. 4a because transmission failure of those short control frames is usually due to collisions. This should be contrasted with the simple scheme in Fig. 3a, where the cooperative communication is applied to every frame including RTS and CTS.
- Cooperative communication is used for DATA and ACK frames when the data transmission failed, but subsequently, the RTS/CTS exchange was successful.
- Transmission of symbol blocks in CD-MAC is drawn in Fig. 4b. Comparing to the transmission scenario shown in Fig. 3b, time slot 1 for the symbol blocks of C-DATA (C-ACK) is skipped, and thus, the frame transmission time is not larger than the original DATA (ACK). This is possible because the partner node \((r_i)\) already overheard the original DATA frame from node \(i\). Node \(i\) doesn’t have to repeat the original symbol blocks unlike in Figs. 1 and 3b. However, the first two symbol blocks can optionally be transmitted for the synchronization purpose between \(i\) and \(r_j\). Regarding the ACK frame, \(r_{j^0}\) as well as \(j\) receives C-DATA, and thus, \(r_{j^0}\) can generate C-ACK as well.

As discussed above, CD-MAC does not transmit control frames in a cooperative manner. The cooperative transmission of RTS will make its communication more reliable, but it may simply extend the lifetime of a bad link, possibly impacting the routing performance by providing route information that contains a fragile link. Note that in CD-MAC, the RTS/CTS exchange is used when data transmission fails at least once. Another RTS transmission failure (without cooperation) may be a good indication of a fragile link. If a link is unreliable and the problem persists for an extended period of time, it would be more appropriate to discover a new routing path consisting of robust links.
It that overhearing there. To receive the data and communication partner. Fig. 5 shows the state transition diagram for the sender, receiver, and partner, respectively. In Fig. 5a, if \( n_{ij} \) is smaller than \( n_{ij_{th}} \), the RTS/CTS exchange is skipped because the prior communication is successful and the communication environment is free from channel errors. No cooperative communication of DATA will be initiated. Otherwise, the RTS/CTS exchange will proceed the data communication and DATA are transmitted cooperatively with its partner. Fig. 5b draws the state transition diagram of a receiver. Fig. 5c corresponds to a partner of node \( i \). Since node \( i \) can be either a sender or a receiver, the figure includes both state transitions. As a transmit partner (i.e., node \( i\) is a sender), it will cooperatively send C-DATA when it hears RTS from \( i \) as well as CTS to \( i \). Refer to the left-hand side of Fig. 5c. As a receive partner (i.e., node \( i \) is a receiver), it will cooperatively send C-ACK when it hears RTS to \( i \), CTS from \( i \) and C-DATA from \( i \). It is shown on the right-hand side in Fig. 5c.

### 3.3 Partner Selection and Its Propagation

To employ the cooperative transmission in CD-MAC, every node proactively selects its partner by monitoring or overhearing its neighbors with respect to link quality. Note that no additional control packet is defined or used. If a node receives a frame, it measures and records the link quality between itself and the transmitter. The neighbor with the best link quality among all neighbors is chosen as its partner. There are three reasons behind this choice: 1) Communication between a node and its partner must be highly reliable.

2) A partner with the best link quality is most probably the closest node. Therefore, cooperative communication in CD-MAC does not impair the spatial diversity because the spatial area reserved by the original sender (via carrier sensing) almost overlaps with that required for both the sender and the partner. 3) It ensures that the sender and the partner share the same communication environment so that they can make a consistent decision on cooperation. According to [30], cooperative diversity can be effective when a node and its partner are spaced at least \( \frac{1}{5} \) apart, where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength. In the IEEE 802.11 standard using 2.4 GHz band, \( \frac{1}{5} \) is 3.125 cm (1.23 inches), and thus, internode spacing is not a critical factor in achieving cooperative diversity in practical environments.

Note that metrics that can be used to indicate link quality are distance, load, interference level, signal strength (SS), and SINR. SINR is used in this study because it takes noise and interference into account and is measurable with no additional support [31]. It is also noted that other measures such as node mobility and remaining battery energy can be additionally used in selecting a partner; Low-mobility, high-energy node is preferred as a partner. Another important note is that the sender-partner binding is effective only for a prespecified duration of time in a dynamic MANET. If a sender does not (over)hear any further frames from the chosen partner, the corresponding binding expires. Also, if a sender (over)hears a frame from a different node that exhibits a better link quality, it chooses this node as a new partner.

Once a partner is determined, each node must inform it to the chosen partner along with all the frames it transmits. For this purpose, it uses an address field (Addr4) in MAC frame format specified in the IEEE 802.11 standard, which is not used in ad hoc mode of operation. Each node includes the identity of its partner in the Addr4 field of C-DATA as in Fig. 6 so that its neighbors as well as the selected partner become to know about the selection. CD-MAC does not require any data format changes in the original DCF, i.e., C-DATA and C-ACK have the same data format as DATA and ACK, respectively. For instance, C-DATA frame format is exactly the same as DATA as in Fig. 6. A sender and a
partner transmit the exactly same copy at the MAC layer while they are different at the physical layer as they encode the frame using DSTC. When the node does not have a frame to transmit for an extended period of time, it will broadcast a hello frame, the format of which follows C-DATA, with the destination (Addr1) and the source (Addr2) to be the transmitter itself. Note that the idea of hello packet is not new as it is extensively used in many popular network protocols such as AODV [19].

Three important questions in cooperative communication are: 1) What if the partner does not cooperate when it should? 2) What if the partner cooperates when it shouldn’t? And 3) what if two different senders happen to select the same partner? Consider the example in Fig. 2, where ri,; and rj, are the partners of node i and j, respectively. When ni,; > ni,; and the RTS/CTS exchange is successful, node i will send C-DATA. What if node ri; does not receive either the RTS or the CTS? It does not attempt to send C-DATA together with node i. However, this, in fact, does not do any harm in the sense that it still conforms to and does not violate the semantic of the 802.11 MAC protocol and there is no algorithmic ambiguity. Communication reliability is not enhanced in this case, though.

The second case happens when node i; sends an RTS and node j; replies with a CTS, which is successfully received by node rj; but not by node i. It may cause some confusion because node rj; transmits C-DATA but node i doesn’t. However, it doesn’t do any harm either in the existing DCF standard. Node i; will receive a C-ACK for the frame which it doesn’t send. Node i; will ignore it and retransmit the same frame, which is a duplicate frame for node j. Such duplicate frames can be filtered out within node j’s MAC based on the original functionality of the DCF, called duplicate packet filtering. This algorithm matches the sender address (Addr2 in Fig. 6) and the sender-generated sequence control number (SC) of a new frame against those of previously received ones. If there is a match, the receiver transmits ACK but ignores the duplicate frame.

The third case can be referred to as the partner conflict. When two senders (nodes i; and j;) select the same partner (node rj;) and transmit concurrently, what should the partner do? Let us consider how it happens: Note again that cooperative communication is attempted only after the successful exchange of RTS/CTS in CD-MAC. Therefore, when both i; and j; wish to transmit data frames cooperatively, they already have exchanged RTS and CTS successfully with their corresponding receivers (say, j; and j;) concurrently. Considering the carrier sense mechanism, this means that nodes i; and j; are outside of the interference range of nodes j; and j; and vice versa. However, it is hard to believe that this occurs because node rj; is in proximity to both i; and j;. Even though it happens, node rj; will participate in the cooperative transmission of one of the two senders but will not be able to participate on behalf of the other sender. As for the latter, this is the case where the partner does not participate when it should. This does not make trouble as explained above.

4 Performance Evaluation

In this section, the performance of the proposed CD-MAC protocol is evaluated in comparison to the conventional IEEE 802.11 DCF using ns-2 [23]. Section 4.1 introduces the realistic reception model we have used in this study and Section 4.2 explains the simulation parameters. Simulation results are presented in Section 4.3.

4.1 Signal Reception in the Modified NS-2

The signal reception model implemented in ns-2 is based on three fixed PHY parameters, i.e., carrier sense threshold (CSThresh), receive threshold (RxThresh), and capture threshold (CPThresh). They were introduced in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. When a frame is received, each node compares the received signal power against CSThresh and RxThresh as outlined in Section 2.3. If it is smaller than CSThresh, the receiver ignores the signal. If it is in between the two thresholds, the receiver considers the medium busy but does not receive the signal (frame in error). If it is higher than RxThresh, the receiver receives the frame. However, when the node receives another signal during receiving the first signal, their ratio is compared against CPThresh. If the ratio is larger than CPThresh, the stronger signal survives (if it is the first one) and the weaker signal is dropped; otherwise, both frames are considered failed.

This deterministic reception model based on the three thresholds serves reasonably well when evaluating high-level protocols such as network and transport-layer algorithms. However, when evaluating lower layer protocols, it is important to simulate a more realistic reception model. We modified ns-2 network simulator [23] to take BER into consideration when determining the success or failure of a received signal. It is based on the following three-step process: 1) Compute SINR, 2) look up the BER-SINR curve to obtain BER, and 3) calculateFER and determine whether to receive or drop the frame.

First, SINR is calculated based on the equation introduced in Section 2.3. According to the equation, the effective noise N_N is one of the key parameters that determine SINR. In this paper, we first compute the thermal noise level within the channel bandwidth of 22 MHz in the IEEE 802.11 standard. According to the well-known noise density of $-174\text{ dBm/Hz}$, it is $-101\text{ dBm}$. Assuming a system noise figure of 6 dB as in [22], the effective noise at the receiver is $-95\text{ dBm}$. It is assumed that the environment noise is fixed to be $-83$ or $-90\text{ dBm}$ in this paper and that fading is contained in the noise.

Second, the BER-SINR curve used in our simulation study is shown in Fig. 7a. It is obtained from the product specification of the Intersil HFA3861B radio chip [12], which models the QPSK modulation with 2 Mbps and reasonably matches with the empirical curves in [8]. Note that the BER-$E_b/N_0$ curve given in [12] is converted into the BER-SINR curve based on the relationship $\text{SINR} = -E_b/N_0 \times R/B$, where $E_b$ is the energy required per bit of information, $N_0$ is the noise (plus interference) in 1 Hz of bandwidth, $R$ is the system data rate, and $B$ is the system bandwidth that is given by $B = -R$ for QPSK in the Intersil chipset [32]. As observed in [16], [37] and shown in Fig. 7a, cooperation reduces the required SNR by about 5 dB for the same BER. A frame consists of physical layer convergence protocol (PLCP) preamble, PLCP header and payload (data), and they may be transmitted at different rate with different modulation method. Hence, since BER is a function of SINR and
modulation method as well as the cooperative diversity, it should be calculated separately for the three parts of a frame.

Third, once BER is obtained, FER can be calculated, which determines the percentage that a frame is received correctly. For example, given $\alpha$-bit preamble, $\beta$-bit PLCP header and $\gamma$-bit payload with BER of $p_\alpha$, $p_\beta$, $p_\gamma$, respectively, FER is obtained by $1 - (1 - p_\alpha)^\alpha (1 - p_\beta)^\beta (1 - p_\gamma)^\gamma$. As shown in Fig. 7b, FER without cooperation is much higher than that with cooperative diversity and that's how cooperative communication improves the reliability of a wireless link. For comparison, Fig. 7b also shows the FER curve used in unmodified ns-2. As discussed before in this section, if SINR is larger than $\text{CPR}_\text{thresh}$ (the default value used in ns-2 is 10 dB as in Fig. 7b), the frame succeeds (FER = 0.0). Otherwise, it fails (FER = 1.0). In summary, FER is not deterministic but probabilistically determined based on SINR in our simulation study, making our evaluation more realistic and meaningful.

### 4.2 Simulation Environment

It is assumed that 50 mobile nodes move over a square area of $300 \times 1,500$ m$^2$. Each simulation has been run for 900 seconds of simulation time. The propagation channel of two-ray ground reflection model is assumed with a data rate of 2 Mbps. The environment noise level of $-83 \text{ or } -90$ dBm is modeled as a Gaussian random variable with the standard deviation of 1 dB. Noise level of $-90$ dBm is considered ignorable and interference from other transmitters dominates (see the SINR equation in Section 2.3). On the other hand, noise level of $-83$ dBm is used to simulate a harsh communication environment.

Four constant bit rate (CBR) sources transmit UDP-based traffic at two packets per second and the data payload of each packet is 512 bytes long. Source-destination pairs are randomly selected. Mobile nodes are assumed to move randomly according to the random waypoint model [34] with the node speed of 0-5 m/sec. Pause time between moves varies from 0 to 900 seconds. Note that the pause time of 0 second simulates a constant moving, high mobility scenario. And, the pause time of 900 seconds simulates a static scenario. AODV [19] routing protocol is used to discover a routing path for a given source-destination pair.

Performance metrics are packet delivery ratio, average end-to-end delay, route discovery frequency, and cooperation ratio.

1. The packet delivery ratio is the ratio of the number of data packets successfully delivered to the destination over the number of data packets sent by the source.
2. The average end-to-end delay is the averaged end-to-end data packet delay including all possible delays caused by buffering during route discovery, queuing delay at the interface, retransmission delays at MAC, and propagation and transfer times.
3. The route discovery frequency indirectly refers to the number of route failures because a source node is supposed to discover a new routing path if an existing one does not work. This happens when any one of the links of a multihop path breaks. Link breaks caused by node mobility are unavoidable but those due to unreliable communication environment can be overcome, which is, in fact, the main theme of this paper.
4. Finally, the cooperation ratio refers to how often nodes cooperatively transmit frames in CD-MAC. Since CD-MAC attempts to use the original DCF whenever possible, it is interesting to know how often it succeeds and how often it resorts to cooperative communication.

### 4.3 Simulation Results and Discussion

This section presents simulation results comparing DCF and CD-MAC. Fig. 8a shows the packet delivery ratio (PDR) of DCF and CD-MAC with two environment noise levels of $-90$ and $-83$ dBm. As shown in the figure, CD-MAC consistently outperforms DCF regardless of the mobility but the gap becomes more significant (53-73 percent increases) when the environment noise is high ($-83$ dBm). This is because noisy environment makes wireless links less reliable and cooperative diversity is usefully exploited in CD-MAC in this case. It may be unexpected that performance goes down as pause time increases, particularly at pause time less than 100 seconds. However, the same trend has been consistently observed in other simulation-based studies including [38], [39]. This is due to the complex interplay among MAC- and routing-layer protocols in MANET environment.

Fig. 8b shows the corresponding average end-to-end delay with DCF and CD-MAC. In low-noise environment ($-90$ dBm), CD-MAC performs on par with DCF. However,
except for very high mobility, CD-MAC decreases the average end-to-end delay by 25-37 percent for the relatively harsh environment (−83 dBm). CD-MAC makes the communication over unreliable (or less reliable) links possible and results in less retries, less route discoveries, less traffic, and less overhead decreasing the average end-to-end delay. In summary, CD-MAC significantly improves the network performance, particularly in a harsh environment (−83 dBm).

Less route discoveries in CD-MAC have been observed as shown in Fig. 9a. In comparison to DCF, it is reduced by 22-50 percent and 35-69 percent with the noise level of −90 and −83 dBm, respectively. This clearly tells that the path or link reliability is improved significantly with CD-MAC. CD-MAC eliminates around half of the false alarms caused by link breaks due to collisions, and thus, helps reduce the control overhead for finding new routing paths.

Nodes in CD-MAC cooperate only when a primary link does not work. Fig. 9b shows how often nodes cooperate in CD-MAC. When the environment noise level is high (−83 dBm), the cooperation happens more frequently to survive the harsh communication environment. As the node mobility decreases (pause time increases), the cooperation ratio is decreased due to less unstable links. Note that the cooperation ratio is about 20 percent (or 40 percent) even with no mobility when the environment noise is −90 dBm (or −83 dBm). This is because there still exist a number of unreliable links in the network due to, for example, internode interference.

To see the impact of environment noise in more detail, the packet delivery ratio with the different environment noise levels of −90 to −74 dBm is shown in Fig. 10, where the pause time is fixed to 100 seconds during the simulation. While the performance decreases sharply in a noisier environment, CD-MAC consistently performs better than DCF and the gap is larger as the environment noise increases.

Network traffic is one of the most important system parameters. Fig. 11 shows the effect of network traffic in terms of the number of sessions and the packet rate. During the simulation, the pause time is fixed to 100 seconds and the two network traffic factors of 4 sessions and 2 packets per second are applied as default values. As can be expected, the performance is degraded with the increased network traffic. In particular, it quickly drops when the traffic increases beyond a certain threshold that is 14 sessions and 8 packets/sec in the simulation as shown in Figs. 11a and 11b, respectively. This is because the network overhead is rapidly increased beyond the threshold and becomes congested. However, CD-MAC still outperforms DCF and this effect is more significant in the harsh environment of −83 dBm.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposes CD-MAC and discusses design issues and performance benefits in wireless ad hoc networks.
When a communication link is unreliable, a sender transmits its signal together with its partner delivering the signal more reliably. In order to select a partner, each node monitors its neighbors with respect to link quality by receiving periodic hello packets and overhearing ongoing communications. The proposed CD-MAC is designed based on the IEEE 802.11 standards and does not require any changes in frame formats. For accurate performance study, we developed a realistic reception model based on BER and FER, which are derived from Intersil radio hardware specification. According to the system-level simulation results, CD-MAC significantly outperforms the conventional DCF of the original IEEE 802.11 standards, particularly in a harsh environment.

As a future work, exploiting cooperative diversity based on multichannel interfaces will be investigated. It is also a promising future work to develop a cooperative diversity-aware routing algorithm. We expect that this cross-layer approach can dramatically boost the network performance because it gives us a way to exploit other advantages of cooperative communication such as lengthening the transmission range in addition to improving the link reliability. More efficient partner selection is another important future work.
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